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Executive Summary

Introducing the Digital Marketing Operations Blueprint
•

This is HfS Research’s first Blueprint dedicated solely to Digital Marketing Operations1,
presenting a comparative analysis of the innovation and execution capabilities of service
providers in this market. This research will take a look at the evolution of the Digital Marketing
Operations market to a more agile, consumer-centric As-a-Service Economy that includes
increasingly diverse talent, analytics, and platform-based services.

•

In this Blueprint we will also use the 8 Ideals of The As-a-Service Economy as a significant
element of our service provider assessment methodology.

•

The scope of the Blueprint includes marketing content development and management,
campaign management, and analytics and reporting.

•

This market landscape is broad and includes BPO/ITO providers, marketing technology
companies, traditional agencies as well as a vast array of digital and niche agencies. We cast a
wide net for this Blueprint, sending RFIs to organizations spanning the varied organizations,
but ended up focusing on the BPO/ITO service organization value proposition.

1. This

Blueprint Report focuses on Digital Marketing Operations. In 2014, HfS Research published the Marketing Operations
and Digital Customer Experience Management Blueprint Report. HfS covered Customer Experience Management services in
2016’s Contact Center Operations and Digitally Enabled Contact Center Operations Blueprint Reports.
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Digital Marketing Operations Value Chain
Marketing Content Development &
Management
• Content creation and
development – original ad and
follow-on collateral creation and
management
• Content management
• Web development, ecommerce
support

Campaign Management
• Marketing consulting – campaign
design and management,
product development, etc.
• Campaign execution, loyalty
program management, and
coupon and gift card
management
• Search engine and social media
marketing

Analytics and Reporting
•

Data cleansing and
consolidation

•

Data governance

•

Marketing and campaign
analytics/ measurement

•

Customer analytics

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Digitization and Robotic Automation • Analytics • Mobility • Social Media • Cognitive Computing • Artificial Intelligence
OPERATING MODELS, METHODOLOGIES AND PLATFORMS
Outsourcing • Shared Services • GBS • COEs • BPaaS/SaaS/IaaS • Design Thinking
HfS Value Chain Definition: Value chain refers to the business units that carry out value-creating activities to design, produce,
market, deliver, and support a company’s product or service. In this usage, we refer to the range of primary processes and support
services that providers offer to their clients.
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Key Highlights: State of the Market
n

Changing customer demands are driving investment in digital marketing: It is no surprise that the way
customers consume information and prefer to communicate is at the heart of the changes to marketing
operations today. Whether it’s advertising on social platforms, understanding customer segments on the web
or mobile apps, or putting out relevant content for greater personalization and sales conversion, the need for
speed and efficiency is top-of-mind for marketers. Because these expectations and preferences are constantly
changing, enterprises are tasked with becoming more nimble and efficient organizations in order to be
increasingly competitive. This is equally important to B2C- and B2B-focused organizations.

n

Rapid changes to the competitive ecosystem: Digital marketing is a fast-evolving space that requires multiple
players to come together and create an ecosystem for business changing solutions. Digital production is often
de-coupled from strategy and creative, which are typically handled by agencies. But many companies (e.g.,
Pepsi Co) have been very vocal about their dissatisfaction with the traditional agency model and are taking
marketing work back in house, or instead of consolidating providers they’re distributing work to several
specialty providers. The opportunity for BPO providers to disrupt in this space is increasing; while it is critical
for BPO service providers to partner with agencies, which still have and will continue to have a prominent
place in the ecosystem, there is much more opportunity for BPOs to provide strategic level work than in the
past. In addition, technology has disrupted the way companies go to market. “Martech” has grown
exponentially in the last few years, and managing an increasingly complex stack is the norm while companies
struggle with the pace of change to manage these varied systems.

n

Talent wars are a lynchpin of competition: This market is not just defined by platforms and technology
disruption, but by a savvy approach to talent. All types of service providers are looking for the right approach
and balance for in-demand talent: creative talent, data scientists, subject matter experts, and vertical
expertise. Underlying all of this is a need to foster a nimble talent strategy and culture that embraces change
and disruption, but maintains a human-centric and problem solving-oriented outlook.
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Key Service Provider Highlights
n As-a-Service Winners in this Blueprint are

distinguished by innovation and execution
capabilities:
• Accenture has a complete vision for digital
marketing operations bolstered by smart
acquisitions and complemented by
automation.
• Cognizant’s “digital factory” and talent
strategy approach convey a strong message
for digital marketing.
• Infosys has automation and analytics leading

a digital factory approach.

•

•

TCS has a broad digital marketing portfolio
across vertical industries with strength in
operations, service delivery and talent
strategy.
Wipro has service delivery excellence
combined with a smart automation and
acquisition strategy.

AS-A-SERVICE ECONOMY
Providers included in the As-a-Service Winner’s
Circle utilize operating models, enabling
technologies and talent to drive business
outcomes through outsourcing. The focus of
these providers is on what matters to the end
consumer.
HfS uses the word “economy” to describe the
next phase of outsourcing as a new way of
engaging and managing resources to deliver
services.
The 8 Ideals of the As-a-Service Economy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Write Off Legacy
Design Thinking
Collaborative Engagement
Brokers of Capability
Intelligent Automation
Accessible and Actionable Data
Holistic Security
Plug-and-Play Digital Services

Source: Beware of the Smoke: Your Platform Is Burning
by HfS Research, 2015
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Service Provider Highlights
n The High Performers have innovative approaches to digital marketing operations services:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aegis brings customer experience focus with social media expertise.
Concentrix is developing digital marketing capabilities leveraging strong customer experience
focused relationships.
EXL is combining insurance expertise with strong client relationships and analytics capabilities.
HCL is a flexible service provider developing a fresh approach to digital marketing.
HGS’ customer experience expertise complements a talent + technology digital marketing
strategy.
NTT DATA Services has a strong design thinking approach with healthcare expertise.
Tech Mahindra has a suite of proprietary technology complemented by partnerships
Revana Digital has a niche search capability within a robust customer experience portfolio.

n The Execution Powerhouses stand out for their strong execution capabilities, in particular:

•

Genpact is applying Lean Digital and a customer experience forward vision to digital marketing
operations.
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Understanding the Digital
Marketing Operations
Services Landscape

Digital Marketing Operations Buyer Needs and Challenges
•

Maturing digital marketing operations are driving investment: The maturity of digital
marketing services buyers falls on a broad spectrum. Some are at the very beginning of their
journeys, converting paper-based materials to digital formats. Others already have a solid
digital marketing strategy in place, and are looking to further optimize and create
efficiencies in their operations. As buyers mature, the burgeoning volume of digital assets
becomes a greater challenge to manage.

•

“Better, faster, cheaper” is table stakes: Not surprisingly, cost reduction still ranks as a top
driver for digital marketing operations services. Buyers have ever-increasing expectations for
speed and efficiency with reduced budgets. The need to reduce turnaround time and timeto-market for campaigns is common. Many clients view their service providers as an
extension of their teams that they can often use in off hours when timelines are tight. On
top of these increasing pressures, most buyers are also looking to their service providers to
deliver market insight, thought leadership and innovation.

•

Customer experience is impacting governance models: While the front office traditionally
operated in siloes, digital is driving a convergence of traditionally disparate departments.
Often under the purview of an “engagement or experience officer,” enterprises are learning
to reach across functional siloes, between IT and lines of business, to deliver on a more
holistic experience for their end customer. This, in turn, increases the complexity that
service providers deal with when setting expectations and delivering on services to their
client stakeholders.
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Key Trends Impacting the Digital Marketing Operations
Landscape
Customer Channels/
Touch Points

Personalization

Market Disruption:
The Experience
Economy

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

• Ever-increasing channels for marketing and
engagement
• Traditional/analog touchpoints combined with digital

• Going much deeper than traditional customer
segmentation
• Impact on loyalty, return sales and advocacy

• Experiences are not limited to the customer:
Employee, enterprise, ecosystem are all a part of reimagining experiences within a customer-centric
paradigm
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Digital Marketing Operations: Carving out a value
proposition

Social/
Mobile
Engagement

Analytics and
Segmentation
Strategy/
Design

Copywriting
Customer
Journey
Mapping

Content
Creation and
Personalization

UX Design
Web Design

Design
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SEO/SEM

Production
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Deployment

Increasingly Complex Marketing Ecosystem and
Competitive Landscape
•

•

This market landscape includes BPO/ITO providers, marketing technology companies, traditional agencies as well
as a vast array of digital and niche agencies. We cast a wide net for this Blueprint, sending RFIs to organizations
spanning the varied organizations portrayed here, but only received material information from those
organizations highlighted on the right below.
Traditional ad agencies have not kept pace with market changes, and have opened up opportunities for
consultancies and BPO/ITP organizations to enter the market in some unexpected ways.
Covered in this Blueprint:
3,874
logos

Credit for Marketing Tech Infographic: chiefmartec.com, 2016
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Sample Content Production Engagement Model
Often referred to as a
“de-coupling” strategy:
separating the creative
from the production

Agency
Campaign

Agencies set the big picture tone for
the campaign but can’t meet the needs
for reduced cost and speed that BPO
service providers can

BPO Services

Localization
Translation

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

Compliance and
regulatory
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Re-imaging

Unlikely Disruptors: Moving from Tactical to Strategic
•

Despite the prevalence of the de-coupling model illustrated on the last page, buyers are increasingly looking to BPO
service providers to move up the value chain. Many buyer references said their providers “do what I ask them to do well.”
But these same references admitted there is much potential in the future for handling more strategic services. Buyers see
potential in moving away from the arrogant and set-in-its-ways agency model and embracing services with a fresherthinking, hungrier provider. As one buyer commented: “When you go with a big agency, you’re going to get their B team.”
Players with smaller practices have some interesting offerings (i.e., Revana Digital, HGS, EXL) and have the advantage of
being able to give clients lots of attention and thought leadership. Customer experience management-focused companies
(i.e., HGS, Concentrix, Aegis, Concentrix, Revana Digital) have the advantage of knowing their end customer’s
requirements best. While they aren’t known as a marketing brand for new logos, with the convergence of service and
marketing can often sell bespoke or smaller campaigns with an interesting value proposition to customer experience
focused stakeholders. The same goes for ITO focused providers (i.e., HCL, NTT DATA Services), where these providers have
solid operations engagements elsewhere in the organization, can leverage the strength of those relationships in the
growing digital marketing space.

•

Clients seeking alternatives to the traditional agency model have enabled Winners Circle providers like Cognizant and
Accenture to excel at an overall vision for digital marketing operations– these providers are acquiring and integrating
digital expertise– unlike the traditional agencies who buy up digital agencies and run them as separate entities without as
much thought to leveraging the assets of each piece across the organization.
Growing opportunities/potential for agency disruption

Agencies

BPOs

Tactical

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

Strategic
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Digital Marketing Operations
for OneOffice Customer
Experiences

2020 HfS Vision: The Intelligent OneOffice will emerge
from Digital + Automation
In an Intelligent OneOffice, operations work smoothly across the traditionally siloed front, middle, and back office in seamless processes
that provide a digitally enabled customer experience. The customer experience that Digital Marketing Operations drives exists in the
front office, but requires intelligent processes and systems behind it to deliver effectively. It’s impossible to completely separate digital
marketing operations from other front-office processes because much of these services overlap under the umbrella of customer
experience. As data on the next slide shows, moving toward intelligent operations is being driven by a customer-first strategy. Enterprise
buyers and service providers will need to embrace the 8 Ideals of the As-a-Service Economy to journey toward being the people-first
digital organization, as we describe in the following slides.

Digital
marketing
operations
supports
experiences
here

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

Service
providers
must focus
on enabling
capabilities
here
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Senior Management Driving Customer First Thinking
Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements about YOUR
Intelligent Operations mind-set today
Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Sourcing of external as-a-Service models will be driven
by a “customer first” strategy

48%

45%

7%

Moving to Intelligent Operations will allow us to better
segment and organize work and work processes

47%

46%

7%

Moving to Intelligent Operations will allow our process
interaction costs to decrease dramatically
Sourcing of external as-a-Service models will be driven
by an operations-first, or “process first” strategy
Sourcing of external as-a-Service models will largely be
delivered by a constellation of new breed providers
Sourcing of external as-a-Service models will be
delivered by the existing landscape of traditional IT
Service providers

42%
38%
34%
31%

Source: “Intelligent Operations" Study, HfS Research 2016
Sample: Buyers = 371
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50%
53%
55%
53%

9%

9%

11%

16%

The Eight Ideals of the As-a-Service Economy
LEGACY OUTSOURCING

Simplification

AS-A-SERVICE ECONOMY

Legacy technology investments which limit agility
and create masses of exceptions addressed
through adding internal and external FTEs

1.
Write Off Legacy

Using platform based solutions, DevOps, and API
ecosystems for more agile, less exception
oriented systems

Resolving problems by looking first at the process
as the source of the solution

2.
Design Thinking

Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with meeting client
needs

3.
Brokers of Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise from
all available sources, both internally and
externally, to address capability gaps

4.
Collaborative Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to drive
sustained expertise and defined outcomes

Focusing governance staff on managing to the
letter of the contract and the decimal points of
service levels
Evaluating relationships on baselines of cost,
effort, and labor
Operating fragmented processes across multiple
technologies with significant manual
interventions

5.
Intelligent Automation

Performing ad-hoc analysis on unstructured data
with little integration or business context

6.
Actionable &Accessible Data

Responding with post-event fixes. Little focus on
end-to-end process value chains.

7.
Holistic Security

Proactively managing digital data across service
chain of people, systems & processes

8.
Plug & Play Digital Business Services

Plugging into “ready to go” business-outcome
focused, people / process / technology solutions
with security measures

Undertaking complex, painful technology
transitions to reach steady state

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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Using of automation and cognitive computing to
blend analytics, talent, and technology
Applying analytics models, techniques and
insights from big data, real-time

8 Ideals for Digital Marketing Operations in 2016
Impact refers to level of impact each ideal has on the digital marketing operations market

AS-A-SERVICE
IDEAL DEFINITION

IMPACT

Write Off
Legacy

Using platform based solutions, DevOps,
and API ecosystems for more agile, less
exception oriented systems and processes

HIGH

2016

Design
Thinking

Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with meeting
client needs

HIGH

2016

Brokers of
Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise
from all available sources, both internally
and externally, to address capability gaps

HIGH

2016

Collaborative
Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to
drive sustained expertise and defined
outcomes

HIGH

2016

Intelligent
Automation

Using of automation and cognitive
computing to blend analytics, talent, and
technology

MODERATE

2016

Accessible &
Actionable
Data

Applying analytics models, techniques and
insights from big data, real-time

HIGH

2016

Holistic
Security

Proactively managing digital data across
service chain of people, systems &
processes

HIGH

2016

Plug and Play
Digital Business
Services

Plugging into “ready to go” businessoutcome focused, people / process /
technology solutions with security
measures

IDEAL

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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EXISTENT

MODERATE
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INITIAL

2016

EXPANSIVE

EXTENSIVE

ALL
PERVASIVE

How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Writing Off Legacy
Legacy technology investments that limit
agility and create exceptions addressed by
adding internal and external FTEs

Using platform-based solutions,
DevOps, and API ecosystems for more
agile, less-exception-oriented systems

HIGH IMPACT
§ The entire concept of digital marketing operations is aimed at helping enterprises write off and transform their legacy
traditional advertising model. Successful service providers will look to really help clients write off legacy, not just to lift
and shift what the agency does at a lower cost. Writing off legacy for Digital Marketing Operations entails enabling
greater flexibility to put ads on new channels as well as access to customer data by retiring or modernizing, or even
connecting to older systems. This change ideal encompasses not just writing off legacy technology, but also the way of
doing things—this includes moving metrics away from legacy practices and metrics pertaining to paper/TV based
advertising, toward digital “brochures” or interactive media optimized for the web and mobile devices. Most service
providers are keenly aware of the need and opportunity to help clients write off legacy, but as of 2016 the ideal is still in
the “Initial” stage for the Digital Marketing Operations market.
Example:
• Accenture provided an example of true “writing off legacy”, not just from a thinking standpoint but to actually help the
client do away with a legacy system. For a large financial services partner, Accenture completed an overall assessment
of the end-to-end marketing operation, developed a consolidated operating model across multiple vendors, then
created a transition plan to ultimately hand over the keys to the operation. This wrote off their legacy operations from
design, development, testing to hand off. In the service provider’s words, Accenture left this client’s legacy system “in
the recycling bin on the curb.”
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Design Thinking
Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with
meeting client needs

Resolving problems by looking first at the
process as the source of the solution
HIGH IMPACT

§ Design Thinking provides a real potential for high impact and engagement between buyers and service providers for
digital marketing operations, ushering in a fresh approach to think and engage as partners. With the convergence of
sales, marketing and service to understand the customer journey across previously (or currently) siloed departments,
design thinking can help facilitate the discussions around reimagining and transforming business models. This ties in
closely to “brokers of capability” to align stakeholders more effective, personalized marketing in a digitally focused
consumer engagement model. The challenge is in the nebulous approach to not really defining deliverables with a
design thinking project—this is a challenge for all service providers and buyers in this market. Clients who are used to
buying into a deliverable may be reluctant to engage in a design approach that was once considered academic or “fluff.”
There is much discussion about design thinking in this market, and consider this ideal within the “Initial” phase for
Digital Marketing Operations.
Example:
• NTT Data Services stood out with the strength of its design thinking approach. As part of NTT Data Services’ patient
engagement program that is underway for a leading healthcare client, its scope of work included creating a journey
map for the patient discharge process. The process involved a six week engagement that span across focus group
interviews with chief medical officer/teams and chief nursing officer/teams to understand the where there were areas
of friction in the process. Various pain points were determined and a the service provider formulated a transformation
roadmap incorporating digital platforms. As a result, the client was able to reduce hospital readmission rates, improve
satisfaction scores, decrease patient discharge cost, and reduce discharge and post discharge processing efforts.
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Brokers of Capability
Focusing governance and operations staff
on managing to the letter of the contract
and the decimal points of service levels

Orienting governance to source expertise
from all available sources, both internally
and externally, to address capability gaps

HIGH IMPACT
§ Many clients of digital marketing operations are huge organizations struggling to get capabilities aligned around
a OneOffice customer experience. The stakeholders involved range from IT to important leaders of other lines
of business not directly within the marketing per view that might have a marketing aspect related to their
business function. Service providers need to develop talent that will drive innovation for business outcomes in
leadership positions, where they can “broker” across organizational silos to champion the customer experience.
Being a broker of capability is about articulating a business problem or opportunity, the desired outcomes, and
then coordinating and facilitating across internal and external entities to reach those results. Brokers of
Capability in Digital Marketing Operations organizations will become more important in the future as the scope
of engagements pivots to focus on more customer experience transformation and outcomes focused work. We
consider Brokers of Capability in the “Initial” stages for Digital Marketing Operations.
Example:
§ Wipro is using a governance layer of its “Digital Marketing Council” to align services and provide a single vision
of capabilities and advisory for clients. Within Wipro’s organization, senior practice leaders gather monthly to
brainstorm on how to best align capabilities relating to its customers’ digital transformation to present a full
view of its capabilities.
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Collaborative Engagement
Evaluating relationships on baselines of
cost, effort, and labor

Ensuring relationships are contracted to
drive sustained expertise and outcomes

HIGH IMPACT
§ Closely related to the brokers of capability ideal, Digital Marketing Operations buyers and providers are working
toward Collaborative Engagement are enabling the kind of cross-organizational thinking that is needed in order
break down internal silos, reaching across products/lines of business as well as navigate the third party
ecosystem to connect various elements of the customer experience. This is particularly important in the rapidly
changing, confused landscape of the digital marketing ecosystem. HfS is seeing a move over time to more
collaboration where trust and experience are in place, often through shared outcomes and results. The
adoption of practices of collaborative engagement is in the “Initial” phase in Digital Marketing Operations
today, but relationships are definitely moving in the direction of being more collaborative, in particular as it
relates to the larger marketing competitive landscape.

Example:
•

Wipro worked with a global Consumer Goods organization to pilot a proof of concept to drive innovation
through design-thinking, from ideation through to marketing prototype to develop a campaign for a specific
local market. The highlight of this engagement was the comprehensive collaboration across various client
stakeholders (product owner, marketing managers, compliance manager, marketing operations) and Wipro
staff (marketing strategists, creative technologists, mobile developer) to work through a series of design sprints
to create several ready-to-test marketing solutions.
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Intelligent Automation
Operating fragmented processes across
multiple technologies with significant
manual interventions

Using automation and cognitive
computing to blend analytics, talent, and
technology

MODERATE IMPACT
§ While RPA is table stakes in this digital marketing operations market to optimize workflows and basic processes,
intelligent automation is very nascent. Many clients say they are not yet ready to use intelligent automation. Digital
Marketing Operations services are in the very early “Initial” stages of using what we call Intelligent Automation—using
software and technology to do routine tasks, and enhancing it through machine learning and natural language
processing, and moving up the curve with artificial intelligence.
Examples:
•

Wipro is one of the early movers for intelligent automation, aspiring to use its Holmes platform to apply intelligent
automation to digital marketing automation. In one example in proof of concept, Holmes attacks the issue of “fake
news”—using Holmes to scroll through social media and interpret the posts to understand whether the news is likely to
be inappropriate. This goes above and beyond typical social monitoring tools (i.e., Radian6, Lithium, Attensity) for its
cognitive capability—the ability to compare and understand information, consistently learning from it. While this is still
in pilot stage, it holds opportunity for the future of marketing operations to increase the intelligence of operations.

•

TCS’ Smart Content Management Backbone (SCMB) stands out as one of the platforms enabling efficiencies in digital
marketing operations for maximizing reuse of digital assets. Also, TCS’ investment in Ignio is one of the other few
examples of automation aspiring to get more intelligent in the realm of digital marketing operations.
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Accessible and Actionable Data
Performing ad-hoc analysis of
unstructured data with little integration or
business context

Applying analytics models, techniques,
and insights from big data in real-time

HIGH IMPACT
§

Accessible and Actionable Data is arguably the highest impact ideal for digital marketing operations. The holy grail for marketers is
to collect, analyze and use customer data in a way that improves personalization, increases sales conversions and fosters customer
loyalty. The goal for Accessible and Actionable Data for customer experience is to integrate Digital Marketing Operations and CRM
systems, making various sources of data available for analysis and insight with the goal of creating effortless and personalized
interactions for the customer. Most Digital Marketing Operations providers have analytics expertise embedded in Digital Marketing
Operations operations, and so we consider the industry to be at the “Expansive” stage in 2016.

Examples:
• Revana Digital’s approach to accessible and actionable data connects to its contact center operations in a unique way. A proprietary
platform acquired through WebMetro, Revana Digital’s AQ360 tool, enables a connection of online interaction to phone agent
experience. For example, if an end customer was searching on a branded keyword, when the user submits a web form or calls the
number on the website, the contextual information is passed to the agents on the other end, which is managed by TeleTech agents
(Revana Digital’s CEM expert parent company). This tool also routes the interaction to the agent best equipped to handle the
information. This is an example of connecting marketing operations to other elements of the front office, like customer service.
• One of the biggest areas for using accessible and actionable data in marketing is for social media. Infosys developed a
comprehensive social media monitoring and analytics program for a high tech company, listening to all social channels, identifying
issues and categorizing them per product line, and then providing customized reports to internal stakeholders on issues and
sentiments to mitigate risk to the lowest level for new product launch.
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Holistic Security
Responding reactively with post-event
fixes; little focus on end-to-end process
value chains

Proactively managing digital data across a
service chain of people, systems, and
processes

HIGH IMPACT
§ Holistic Security involves managing a culture of security that addresses people, systems, and processes. Service
providers need to be constantly evaluating new standards and approaches on account of risks to customer and
client data. In the case of managing customer data on digital platforms, service providers need to be on top of
security and mitigating risk for clients. This ideal is in the “Expansive” phase for digital marketing operations.
Examples:
§ There were several client case studies in the healthcare vertical for this Blueprint, which is an especially sensitive
market for security due to HIPAA regulations. NTT DATA Services provided an example where while increasing
customer personalization on the web, the service provider was not able to access any individual data such as
name, SSN, or medical illness and data is only accessed by people who are authorized to do so using proper
approval mechanisms.
§

Another NTT DATA Services healthcare client reference described the challenge to implement proactive marketing
on chat or social media due to a concern about security on those platforms. While an end customer may not think
twice about offering confidential information on those platforms when engaging with a healthcare payer or
provider, the need to handle that information confidentially is crucial. Service providers need to help their clients
mitigate risk and design a strategy that discourages sharing of confidential information on digital platforms.
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How As-a-Service Is Taking Shape in Digital Marketing
Operations: Plug-and-Play Business Services
Undertaking complex and often painful
technology transitions to reach a steady
state

Plugging into “ready to go” business
outcome–focused, people, process, and
technology with security measures

MODERATE IMPACT
§ Plug and Play is a challenge for this market: there are no two marketers are alike, and service providers need to be a
little different for each unique client and marketing model they encounter. Buyers say they often see vendors
committing to services they don’t yet have—stuff that isn’t “fully baked”—however, that’s what service providers
need to do in order to innovate, so it’s a bit of a catch 22 in presenting services that are aimed at being ready to go.
Plug-and-Play Business Services focus on business outcome oriented solutions that blend talent and technology
with all the other ideals baked in. This currently has moderate impact, and we consider this ideal in the “Initial”
phases.
Example:
§ Accenture worked with an automotive client on an engagement which was the closest to an example of plug and
play service we found. The engagement began with a customer journey study to evaluate where digital fit into its
marketing operations. Accenture built a model aligned to outcome based services (the service provider was only
paid when people came into the showroom as well as on cars sold.) Through this value-based deal, Accenture was
able drive the marketing price per car down and modernize the client’s digital marketing in the process. Through
this “living, breathing” engagement, Accenture applied talent, technology and process to continue to evolve the
engagement. The service provider is now working on a loyalty program for this complex ecosystem which demands
connecting manufacturers with dealers across an intricate customer journey, and helping to rebuild the client’s
marketing model in the process.
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Research Methodology

Research Methodology
Data Summary

This Report is Based On:

n Data was collected in Q4 2016, from buyers and

service providers of digital marketing operations
services

Participating Service Providers

§ Tales from the Trenches: Interviews
with buyers who have evaluated
service providers and experienced
their services. Some contacts were
provided by service providers, and
others were interviews conducted
with HfS Executive Council members
and participants in our extensive
market research.
§ Sell-Side Executive Briefings:
Structured discussions with service
providers regarding their vision,
strategy, capability, and examples of
innovation and execution.
§ Publicly Available Information:
Thought leadership, investor analyst
materials, website information,
presentations given by senior
executives, industry events, etc.
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HfS Blueprint Scoring: Digital Marketing Operations
EXECUTION
Quality of Customer Relationships
• Account Management, Incorporating Customer Feedback
Service Delivery Execution
• Completeness of Offerings, Execution of Process, Geographic
Footprint
Ability to Attract and Retain Talent
Progress on Embedding Automation

100%

INNOVATION

100%

30%
30%
25%
15%

Talent Strategy
Vision for Digital Marketing Operations Evolution

25%

Approach To Helping Clients Write Off Legacy

15%

Roadmap For Use Of Technology To Support Business Processes

15%

Roadmap For Accessible and Actionable Data & Analytics

15%
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30%

Execution Definitions
EXECUTION

How well does the provider execute on its contractual agreement and
how well does the provider manage the client/provider relationship?

Quality of Customer Relationships

How do clients rate account management? How well does the service
provider incorporate client feedback into operations?

Service Delivery Execution

How well does the service provider perform its services (e.g., delivery
consistency, stability, meeting targeted SLAs and impacting business
outcomes that matter to you)? How complete is the service providers
breadth of offerings, execution of process and geographic footprint?

Ability to Attract and Retain Talent

How well does the service provider attract and retain the best talent to
enable ongoing service delivery of digital marketing operations?

Progress on Embedding Automation

Does the service provider use automation to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of digital marketing operations services? Is the service
provider looking at ways to increase the intelligence of automation?
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Innovation Definitions
INNOVATION

Innovation is the combination of improving both services and business
outcomes.

Talent Strategy

Does the service provider’s talent strategy take into account the changing
talent needs as a result of digital technology? Does the service provider
think about ways it can prepare its workforce for its clients’ future needs?

Vision for Digital Marketing
Operations Evolution

Does the service provider have ideas to invest in change on its clients’
behalf? How complete is the service provider’s vision for digital marketing
operations, and does it complement the overall company strategy for
digital transformation?

Approach To Helping Clients Write
Off Legacy

Is the service provider helping clients pivot their traditional marketing to
digital marketing by using agile methodology, design thinking, and
developing a strong partner ecosystem?

Roadmap For Use Of Technology To
Support Business Processes

How is the service provider using platforms, whether proprietary or
partnership focused, to support digital marketing operations? Is the
service provider looking at ways to increase the intelligence of
automation?
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Service Provider Grid

Guide to the Blueprint Grid
To distinguish service providers that show competitive differentiation in a particular line of delivery with
progress in realizing the As-a-Service Economy of business outcome–oriented, on-demand talent and
technology services, HfS awards these providers the “As-a-Service Winner’s Circle” designation.
EXECUTION

INNOVATION

As-a-Service Winner’s Circle
show excellence recognized by clients
in the 8 Ideals in execution and
innovation

Collaborative relationships with clients,
services executed with a combination of
talent and technology as appropriate, and
flexible arrangements.

Articulate vision and a “new way of
thinking,” have recognizable investments in
future capabilities, strong client feedback,
and are driving new insights and models.

High Performers
demonstrate strong capabilities but
lack an innovative vision or
momentum in execution of the vision

Execute some of the following areas with
excellence: worthwhile relationships with
clients, services executed with “green
lights,” and flexibility when meeting clients’
needs.

Typically, describe a vision and plans to
invest in future capabilities and
partnerships for As-a-Service, and illustrate
an ability to leverage digital technologies
and/or develop new insights with clients.

High Potentials
demonstrate vision and strategy but
have yet to gain momentum in
execution of it

Early results and proof points from
examples in new service areas or
innovative service models, but lack scale,
broad impact, and momentum in the
capability under review.

Well-plotted strategy and thought
leadership, showcased use of newer
technologies and/or roadmap, and talent
development plans.

Execution Powerhouses
demonstrate solid, reliable execution
but have yet to show significant
innovation or vision

Evidence of operational excellence;
however, still more of a directive
engagement between a service provider
and its clients.

Lack of evident vision and investment in
future-oriented capability, such as skills
development, “intelligent operations,” or
digital technologies.
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HfS Blueprint Grid: Digital Marketing Operations
Investing in Innovation to Change

HIGH
POTENTIALS

Excellent at Innovation and Execution

AS-A-SERVICE
WINNER’S
CIRCLE

HIGH
PERFORMERS

INNOVATION

Accenture
Cognizant
TCS
Infosys

NTT Data Services
HCL
HGS
Concentrix
Aegis

Wipro
Genpact
EXL

Tech Mahindra

Revana Digital

Building All Capabilities
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Execution Is Ahead of Innovation

EXECUTION
POWERHOUSES

Service Provider Profiles

Major Service Provider Dynamics: Highlights
EXECUTION

INNOVATION

• Quality of Customer Relationships (Account Management,
Incorporating Customer Feedback): Many of the Blueprint
participants stood out for clients’ very positive impressions of
account management and the general health of the relationship,
including TCS, HGS, HCL, Wipro, Concentrix, EXL and Genpact.
These quality relationships are exceptionally helpful in winning
digital marketing operations deals, especially when derived from
other, more developed lines of business.
• Service Delivery Execution (Completeness of Offerings, Execution
of Process, Geographic Footprint): Cognizant’s impressive suite of
proprietary technologies seeks to commoditize and reproduce like
a factory model, enabling superior service delivery execution.
Other Winner’s Circle providers Accenture, Infosys, Wipro, and
TCS have an expansive breadth of offerings and solid service
delivery. Genpact’s Lean Digital approach lends the expertise,
process centric and design thinking focus to digital marketing
operations. Be sure to watch service providers who have honed
expertise in specific verticals EXL (Insurance), Dell (Healthcare),
Concentrix (Automotive) to replicate those capabilities elsewhere.
• Ability to Attract and Retain Talent: Clients of NTT Data Services
and HCL complemented the service provider for applying the right
talent to deliver the best expertise and value to the engagement.
• Progress on Embedding Automation: Accenture has a strong story
for embedding automation, including bots like Daikiri, which
automates content testing processes. Wipro is experimenting with
using the Holmes platform to deliver intelligent automation for
digital marketing operations, as is TCS with its ignio platform.
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• Talent Strategy: Cognizant is taking a strong approach to its talent
strategy, including partnerships with universities and its acquisition
of ReD Associates, bringing human and behavioral scientists. TCS
cited recent targeted hires for its Digital Reimagination™ studio
which indicated a dedication to forward thinking talent.
• Vision for Digital Marketing Operations Evolution: Accenture’s
impressive track record of provocative acquisitions demonstrate
the service provider’s commitment to its vision for the evolution of
digital marketing services. Similarly, Cognizant’s recent
acquisitions have demonstrated a commitment to strategic digital
development in a somewhat “outside the box” way. Revana
Digital, Aegis, Concentrix, and HGS, are all taking a “customer
experience” focused approach, leveraging their customer contact
portfolios, to develop a unique value proposition in this space.
• Approach To Helping Clients Write Off Legacy: Concentrix’s ALT
CRM tool to support clients’ desire to get a holistic view of the
customer by plugging into many disparate sources of data and
being configurable to clients’ needs.
• Roadmap For Use Of Technology To Support Business Processes:
Tech Mahindra’s expansive suite of proprietary technology has the
potential for a lot of impact on clients’ digital marketing
operations.
• Roadmap For Accessible and Actionable Data & Analytics: EXL’s
analytics expertise are especially relevant to this area of digital
marketing automation, where buyers are constantly seeking to
learn more about their end customers and personalize messages.
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Wipro
Winner’s Circle

Service delivery excellence combined with a smart automation and
acquisition strategy

Blueprint Leading Highlights
• Quality of Client Relationships
• Service Delivery Execution
• Progress on Embedding
Automation
• Vision for Digital Marketing
Operations Evolution

Value Chain Services Coverage:
Marketing Content Development
& Management
Campaign Management
Analytics and Reporting
Relevant Acquisitions and Partnerships
Acquisitions:
• Designit, 2015
• Appirio, 2016
• Invested in Vicarious, 2015
• Invested in Talena, 2016
• Investment in Altizon, 2016
• HPS- Health Plan Services, 2016
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Strengths

Challenges

• Using brokers of capability to connect digital services across the company: Wipro has a governance layer
called the “digital marketing council’ which provides a single vision of capabilities, bringing together senior
practice leaders in Bangalore once monthly to strategize about how to connect various digital servicers in
an optimal way for clients.
• Recent acquisitions bolster digital portfolio: Last year’s acquisition of Designit brings to Wipro strategic
design, user experience (UX), interaction design (IxD) and product innovation, and offering a Strategic
Design Process. Also, once completed, Wipro's acquisition of Appirio will bring Topcoder, a crowdsourcing
marketplace connecting over a million designers, developers and data scientists around the world with
customers.
• Aspiration for intelligent automation in marketing: Wipro is aspiring to use its Holmes platform for digital
marketing (in one example being conceptualized, Holmes attacks the issue of “fake news”) using Holmes to
scroll through social media and interpret the posts to understand whether the news is likely to be
inappropriate. This goes above and beyond typical social monitoring tools for its cognitive capability with
the ability to compare and understand information, consistently learning from it.
• Service delivery execution: Clients are very pleased with the level of service delivery execution, citing that
Wipro will often go the extra mile to get things done, and do very well at incorporating feedback into
operations. Wipro is often breaking into new client relationships in digital marketing due to its strength in
other core IT services.

•

Proactivity with buyers: Clients would
like to see the service provider bring
more innovation and ideas to the
table, rather than playing more of the
“order taker” role at times.

•

Take a more consultative approach:
Wipro comes out strong with its
“decoupling strategy”– and is focused
on the core of its strengths around
digital production. As clients are
seeking more value, Wipro should
look to get more strategic with clients.
The service provider is already
working on ideas, for example a
mobile app that enables customer
journeys to use in client engagements
as part of a consulting approach.

Headcount: Not disclosed

•
•

Locations:

•
•
•
•

Digital Rig
Digital fitness Framework: 5-Step digital
business transformation method
HOLMES: AI platform
Automated Modeling tool-Alteryx:
Data Discovery Platform (DDP)
DCxM - Experience-as-a-Service
platform
Digital Marketing Integrated offering:
Wipro offers Campaign as-a-service
(BPaaS)
SNIPE
Digital Services Hub (DSH)
Wipro Content Cloud (WCC)

Key Clients

Global Operations Centers

Total digital marketing operations clients: over 200
Key Client List
• Market leader in consumer electronics and lighting
• Leading directory service provider in Australia
• One of the Big 4 Global Digital Media Company
• Market leading manufacturing company in Aero space,
Defense Electronics, Life support and Mission equipment
Industry based out of U.K. & U.S.
• A US based large Telecom service provider
• Leading UK Sports Club
• A German Pharmaceutical Giant
• Global Courier Service Giant
• An American multinational Financial Services Corporation
• Fortune 500 Insurance Company

Proprietary Technologies

• North America - 27% (California, Texas, NJ, New
York, Minnesota)
• Europe - 12% (UK & Ireland)
• India - 55% (Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Pune, •
•
NCR)
• Other APAC - 6% (China, etc.)
•
•
•
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Market Direction and
Recommendations

Digital Marketing Operations Services: What’s Next?
•

An evolution beyond isolated engagements to more comprehensive marketing operations services:
While services in this market are often consumed in a more piecemeal fashion currently, services
buyers will start to adopt more digital marketing operations services from providers where they have
trusted relationships. The majority of buyers interviewed for this report were interested in
expanding the scope of the relationships with their current service providers and experiment on new
platforms (i.e. social media platforms as they arise). Service providers which are focused on thought
leadership will win these expansions.

•

Continued convergence of sales, marketing and customer service for digital customer experience:
The edges of front office services will continue to blur, further blurring the lines between the
services that providers offer. Many providers not included in this report were on the periphery of
digital marketing operations because of their approach to customer experience; the coming year will
see greater development of their value propositions and emergence into this competitive landscape
in a big way.
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Digital Marketing Operations: The 8 Ideals in 2020
AS-A-SERVICE
IDEAL DEFINITION

IDEAL

NON
EXISTENT

INITIAL

EXPANSIVE

Write Off Legacy

Using platform based solutions, DevOps, and
API ecosystems for more agile, less exception
oriented systems and processes

2016

2020

Design Thinking

Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with meeting client
needs

2016

Brokers of
Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise from
all available sources, both internally and
externally, to address capability gaps

2016

2020

Collaborative
Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to drive
sustained expertise and defined outcomes

2016

2020

Intelligent
Automation

Using of automation and cognitive computing to
blend analytics, talent, and technology

2016

2020

Accessible &
Actionable Data

Applying analytics models, techniques and
insights from big data, real-time

Holistic Security

Proactively managing digital data across service
chain of people, systems & processes

2016

2020

Plug and Play
Digital Business
Services

Plugging into “ready to go” business-outcome
focused, people / process / technology solutions
with security measures

2016

2020
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2020

2016
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EXTENSIVE

2020

ALL
PERVASIVE

2017 Recommendations: Enterprise Buyers
Enterprise buyers need to:
•

Encourage brokers of capability within organization for customer experience: In order
to create nimble, intelligent operations that support OneOffice, buyers need to take a
deep look inward to connect key stakeholders across the organization.

•

Leverage service providers’ expertise to assess maturity: Many service providers have
developed frameworks to help their clients assess digital marketing and customer
experience maturity, and will often take a consultative approach to helping clients
understand where they are and where they need to be.

•

Embrace design thinking: In addition to reaching across organizational siloes, services
buyers also need to get out of their comfort zones when it comes to a human-centric
design thinking approach internally and with service providers.

•

Look to service providers beyond cost and efficiency: Almost every services buyer we
spoke to expressed an interest in more strategic, higher value services from their
providers. This is often easily expressed but not as easily adopted by various
stakeholders within client organizations. The combination of embracing the ideals of
design thinking and brokers of capability within client organizations will help to enable
better reception of new ideas and strategic thinking with digital marketing operations
service providers.
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2017 Recommendations: Service Providers
In order to be competitive, service providers need to:
•

Foster the partner ecosystem: The partner ecosystem might be the most important and sensitive element of
succeeding in this market. As we have described, BPOs are working downstream from the agency and thus
partnerships with agencies are a critical part of service delivery.

•

Invest in a consultative approach for helping clients evolve their maturity: The more that service providers can help
their clients along the maturity curve, the greater stickiness and strategic value they will provide to their clients.
Digital marketing looks totally different to every organization, and thus a consultative approach is often needed.

•

Constantly evaluate niche players for acquisition: Areas to target will be vertical-specific expertise, niche and
emerging platform expertise.

•

Further develop marketing analytics: Effective use of data is at the heart of digital marketing operations.
Segmentation needs to transcend its current capacity to much greater personalization– and balance that with a
strategy that’s not intrusive to end customers.

•

Provide more thought leadership: Continue to bring compelling, cost effective solutions to clients in addition to
market insights.

•

Provide flexibility in services and contracts: Help buyers to streamline the selection process. Buyers are often
overwhelmed with the selection process for marketing services; having crisp messages around technology, people
and creative philosophy combined with a flexible, well-incentivized approach to deals is the key to winning new
customers and disrupting agency business.

•

The bottom line: if service providers don’t continue to move into the realm of strategic, digital marketing operations
will mature into another commoditized, race-to-the bottom cost takeout BPO service. The best way to combat this is
through a well planned talent strategy and increasingly intelligent automation.
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About HfS Research
HfS Research is The Services Research Company™—the leading analyst authority and global community for business
operations and IT services. The firm helps enterprises validate their global operating models with world-class research and
peer networking.
HfS Research coined the term The As-a-Service Economy to illustrate the challenges and opportunities facing enterprises to
re-architect their operations and thrive in this era where emerging disruptive competitors are using digital platforms and
cognitive computing that can wipe out traditional enterprises overnight. HfS’ OneOfficeTM Paradigm is centered on creating
the digital customer experience and an intelligent, single office to enable and support it. HfS’ vision is about helping clients
achieve an integrated support operation has the digital prowess to enable its enterprise to meet customer demand - as and
when that demand happens.
With specific practice areas focused on the Digitization of business processes and Design Thinking, Intelligent Automation and
Outsourcing, HfS analysts apply industry knowledge in healthcare, life sciences, retail, manufacturing, energy, utilities,
telecommunications and financial services to form a real viewpoint of the future of business operations.
HfS facilitates a thriving and dynamic global community which contributes to its research and stages HfS holds several
OneOfficeTM Summits each year, bringing together senior service buyers, advisors, providers and technology suppliers in an
intimate forum to develop collective recommendations for the industry and add depth to the firm’s research publications and
analyst offerings.
Now in its tenth year of publication, HfS Research’s acclaimed blog Horses for Sources is the most widely read and trusted
destination for unfettered collective insight, research and open debate about sourcing industry issues and developments.
Horses for Sources and the HfS network of sites receive more than a million web visits a year.
HfS was named Analyst Firm of the Year for 2016, alongside Gartner and Forrester, by leading analyst observer
InfluencerRelations.
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